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OPTIMIZED SYNCHRONIZATION PREAMBLE 
STRUCTURE 

[0001] The present invention relates to a preamble struc 
ture for the synchronization of a receiver of a OFDM 
transmission. The invention furthermore relates to an 
OFDM transmitter as Well as to a method for the synchro 
niZation of a receiver of an OFDM transmission system. 

[0002] With reference to FIG. 2 noW an autocorrelation 
technique on the receiving side of an OFDM system Will be 
explained. The received signal is delayed by a delaying unit 
2 by the correlation delay Dec. The conjugate complex 
samples of the delayed version of the signals are generated 
3 and multiplied 4 With the received samples. The products 
are set into the moving average unit 6 With a WindoW siZe 
Wac and are then postprocessed for a threshold detection 
and/or maximum search (units 5, 7, 8) to ?nd the correct 
timing. The complex correlation result at the peak posses 
sion generated by the unit 9 can be used to estimate the 
frequency offset. 

[0003] A synchroniZation preamble structure as shoWn in 
FIG. 1 is knoWn. This knoWn synchroniZation preamble 
structure can be subdivided in a A-FIELD, B-FIELD and a 
C-FIELD. The A-FIELD and the B-FIELD are subdivided in 
further parts. Each of the A-FIELD and the B-FIELD and the 
C-FIELD is designed to have an optimiZed special synchro 
niZation function at the receiving side. The A-FIELD for 
example serves for a coarse frame detection and an auto 

matic gain control (AGC). The B-FIELD serves as a coarse 
frequency offset and timing synchroniZation. The C-FIELD 
serves for a channel estimation and ?ne synchroniZation. 

[0004] Details about the concrete structure and generation 
of the B-FIELD can be found in the European patent 
application 99 103 379.6 in the name of Sony International 
(Europe) GmbH, Which is to be regarded as representing 
prior art according to article 54(3) EPC. Regarding the 
details of the B-FIELD and generally the generation of the 
time domain synchroniZation preamble signal as shoWn in 
FIG. 1 reference is made to said prior non-prepublished 
application. 

[0005] The symbols of the C-FIELD, Which is generally of 
minor interest for the present invention, are de?ned in 
frequency domain as 

1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,1,1,0, 
-1,-1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,1>1} 

[0006] The symbols B16 of the B-FIELD are short OFDM 
symbols, of Which the subcarriers +—4, +—8, +—12, +—16, 
+—20, +—24 are modulated. 

[0007] The content in the frequency domain is de?ned as: 

l-jDDDJ-J'DDD;1-j,0,0,0,0-1+j,0,0,0,1+fy0>0} 

[0008] The last repetition of the B-FIELD in the time 
domain, called IB16, is a sign inverted copy of the preceding 
B16. 

[0009] The symbols A16 are short OFDM symbols, of 
Which the subcarriers +—2, +—6, +—10, +—14, +—18, +—22, 
are modulated. The content in the frequency domain is 
de?ned as: 
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A46, . . . 26=O>O>O>+1_j7O>O>O>+1+j7O>O>O>_1+j7O>O>O>_1_ 

j.0.0,0,+1-j.0,0,0.-1—j.0 0.0,+1-j.0,0,0,-1-j.0,0.0,+1— 
J]O>O>O>_1_jyO>O>O>_1+j70’0’0’ +I+.I’O>O>O>O} 

[0010] The sign reversal of every second A16 symbol in 
the time domain is automatically achieved by the speci?ed 
subcarrier loading. The last repetition of the A-FIELD in 
time domain, called IA16, is a copy of the preceding RA16. 

[0011] An optimiZed matching betWeenA and B-FIELD of 
the BCCH preamble is achieved as shoWn in FIG. 3 and thus 
the timing accuracy improvement, Which is basically 
achieved through the speci?ed time domain structure, is 
kept. TWo clear single AC amplitude peaks can be identi?ed 
in the BCCH preamble. Additionally a loW plateau in front 
of the second AC peak can be seen, Which is advantageous 
for receiver synchroniZation processing (e.g. used as thresh 
old to invoke correlation peak search algorithm). 

[0012] In the last time a neW B-FIELD Was proposed. In 
the folloWing this neW B-FIELD Will be explained. 

[0013] The symbols B16 according to this neW B-?eld are 
short OFDM symbols, of Which the subcarriers +—4, +—8, 
+—12, +—16, +—20, +—24 are modulated. 

0,0,-1-j,0,0,0 -1-j,0,0,0,1+j,0,0,0,0,0,0,0-1-j,0,0,0, 
1-j,0,0,0,1+j,0,0,0, 1+j,0,0,0,1+j,0,0,0,1+j,0,0} 

[0014] This neW B-?eld results in improved performance 
When using cross-correlation based receivers due to loWer 
cross-correlation sidelobes at the border from the B-FIELD 
to the C-FIELD. 

[0015] The short OFDM symbols, consisting of 12 modu 
lated subcarriers are phase modulated by the elements of the 
symbol alphabet S=\/2(:1:j). The C-FIELD symbols are not 
considered here. 

[0016] The generaliZed mapping for ?eld B is: 

S,26_26=sqrt(2)*{0,0,S1,0,0,0,S2,0,0,0,S3,0,0,0,S4,0,0, 
O,S5,0,0,0,S6,0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,S7,0,0,0,S8,0,0,0,S9,0,0,0, 
s10,0,0,s11,0,0,0,s12,0,0} 

[0017] Where ‘sqrt(2)’ is used to normaliZe the poWer. 
Applying a 64-point IFFT to the vector S, Where the 
remaining 15 values are set to Zero ‘four’ short training 
symbols can be generated. The IFFT output is cyclically 
extended to result in the dedicated number of short symbols. 

[0018] The generaliZed mapping for ?eld A is: 

S,26_26=sqrt(2)*{0,0,0,0,S1,0,0,0,S2,0,0,0,S3,0,0,0,S4, 
0,0,0,S5,0,0,0,S6,0,0,0, 87,0,0,0,S8,0,0,0,S9,0,0,0,S10, 
0,0,0,S11,0,0,0,S12,0,0,0,0} 

[0019] Where ‘sqrt(2)’ is used to normaliZe the poWer. 
Applying a 64-point IFFT to the vector S, Where the 
remaining 15 values are set to Zero ‘four’ short training 
symbols can be generated. The IFFT output is cyclically 
extended to result in the dedicated number of short symbols. 

[0021] Using the neW B-FIELD no optimiZation has been 
made in the A-FIELD in order to improve auto-correlation 
based receiver synchroniZation. 

[0022] FIG. 4 shoWs the ideal AC result (amplitude and 
phase) using a BCCH preamble structure With unmodi?ed 
A-FIELD, C-FIELD and the neW (modi?ed) B-FIELD 
based on the B16 sequence proposed. The AC result is used 
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to identify a frame start, adjust the AGC and to do timing and 
frequency synchronization. Especially the B-FIELD can be 
used for the later synchronization tasks. It is very important 
to achieve time synchroniZation as accurate as possible. 
With the con?guration described tWo auto-correlation peaks 
(A-FIELD, modi?ed B-FIELD) are visible, hoWever, the 
slopes on both sides of the B-FIELD peak are very different 
(steep gradient on the right, shalloW gradient on the left), this 
effect decreases the synchroniZation accuracy signi?cantly. 
Additionally a high plateau can be seen before the auto 
correlation peak in ?eld B (samples 105 . . . 125). This effect 
decreases the detection performance. 

[0023] The above set forth latest proposed B-FIELD and 
A-FIELD combination has a disadvantage that When using 
the neW B-FIELD no optimiZation has to be made in the 
A-FIELD in order to prove the auto-correlation properties of 
the corresponding receiver synchroniZation. The sequence to 
be used in the A-FIELD should additionally have a mini 
mum Peak-to-Average-PoWer-Ratio (PAPR) and a small 
dynamic range (DR). 

[0024] In vieW of the above disadvantages of the prior art, 
it is the object of the present invention to propose A-FIELD 
sequences Which are optimiZed regarding the time domain 
signal properties. 

[0025] It is a further object of the present invention to 
propose A-FIELD sequences Which are optimiZed regarding 
the resulting auto-correlation based receiver synchroniZation 
characteristics When using the latest proposes B-FIELD 
sequence. 

[0026] According to a ?rst aspect of the present invention 
therefore a preamble structure for the synchroniZation of a 
receiver of a OFDM transmission system is proposed. The 
preamble comprises at least one ?rst part. The at least one 
?rst part is designed f.e. for a coarse frame detection and/or 
a AGC control. The at least one ?rst part contains inverse 
fast fourier transformed frequency domain sequences of 
complex symbols. The time domain signal of synchroniZa 
tion preamble is generated by mapping frequency domain 
sequences of 12 complex symbols to a 64-point IFFT 
according to the folloWing scheme: 

S,26_26=sqrz(2)*{0,0,0,0,S1,0,0,0,S2,0,0,0,S3,0,0,0,S4, 
0,0,0,S5,0,0,0,S6,0,0,0, s7,0,0,0,ss,0,0,0,s9,0,0,0,s10, 
0,0,0,s11,0,0,0,s12,0,0,0,0}, 

[0027] 
[0028] The frequency domain sequence S A of the at least 
one ?rst part (With the appropriate A-FIELD mapping as set 
forth above) is one of 

Wherein the remaining valued are set to Zero. 

[0030] The above sequences are also advantageous in case 
a preamble structure having only one part is used as the time 
domain signal properties are already improved by said 
sequences alone. 
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[0031] A second part (B-?eld) can be provided, Wherein 
the frequency domain sequence of the at least one second 
part corresponds to the above captioned latest proposed 
B-?eld sequence, i.e.: 

(-1-J')> (1+1) (1+1), (1+1), (1+1) 
[0032] Particularly the A-?eld sequences 

[0033] or an order reversed modi?cation thereof, in com 
bination With said B-?led sequence result in improved 
autocorrelation characteristics. 

[0034] The at least one second part can folloW the at least 
one ?rst part in the time domain. 

[0035] According to a further aspect of the present inven 
tion an OFDM transmitter designed for transmitting a syn 
chroniZation preamble as set forth in the BCCH channel of 
an OFDM system is provided. 

[0036] According to a still further aspect of the present 
invention a method for the synchroniZation of a receiver of 
a OFDM transmission system is provided. 

[0037] Further advantages, features and objects of the 
present invention Will become evident for the man skilled in 
the art by means of the folloWing description of embodi 
ments of the present invention taken into conjunction With 
the ?gures of the enclosed draWings. 

[0038] FIG. 1 shoWs the general structure of a knoWn 
synchroniZation preamble, 

[0039] FIG. 2 shoWs the general concept of an auto 
correlation technique, 

[0040] FIG. 3 shoWs a correlation result achieved With 
sequences according to the prior art, 

[0041] FIG. 4 shoWs an auto-correlation result achieved 
When using the latest proposed B-FIELD sequence in com 
bination With the A-FIELD sequence according to the prior 
art, 

[0042] FIG. 5 shoWs the auto-correlation performance 
When using a ?rst modi?ed BCCH preamble according to 
the present invention, 

[0043] FIG. 6 shoWs the auto-correlation performance of 
a modi?ed BCCH preamble according to another embodi 
ment of the present invention, 

[0044] FIG. 7 shoWs a time domain signal (poWer) of the 
knoWn preamble, 

[0045] FIG. 8 shoWs the time domain signal achieved by 
means of a modi?ed A-FIELD according to the present 
invention, and 

[0046] FIG. 9 shoWs the time domain signal (poWer) 
achieved by means of a modi?ed A-FIELD according to 
another embodiment of the present invention. 

[0047] The folloWing sequence generation rules for the 
A-FIELD are suggested Which all achieve optimum PAPR 
and DR. Later on a subset is used Which is selected With 
respect to optimiZed auto-correlation performance in con 
junction With the B-FIELD: 
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[0048] The use of the following A-FIELD sequences 
already improves the time domain signal properties (PAPR, 
DR, etc.): 

[0050] More sequences can be generated by reversing the 
sequence order, this means replace S1 by S12, replace S2 by 
S11, . . . , replace S12 by S1. Note that the ?rst tWo sequence 

kernels are binary, the rest are quaternary sequence kernels. 

[0051] These sequences are advantageous also in case a 
preamble With only one part is used. 

[0052] The folloWing sequences Which are a subset of the 
above A-FIELD sequences are advantageous in combination 
With the latest proposed B-Filed sequence regarding the 
resulting autocorrelation properties: 

[0053] The folloWing ?rst sequence is especially suitable 
to be used in ?eld A (With the already explained mapping): 

(-l-j), (-l?'), (-l-f), (-l?'), (-l-f), (+1-J'), (+1+J') 

[0054] The folloWing second sequence that is especially 
suitable to be used in ?eld A is (With the already explained 

[0056] AC Performance of the Modi?ed BCCH Preamble 
(First NeW Proposal for the A-Field) 

[0057] The negative effect shoWn in FIG. 4 can be 
avoided if the neW proposed sequence is used in the 
A-FIELD. An optimiZed matching betWeen A and B-FIELD 
of the BCCH preamble is achieved and thus the timing 
accuracy improvement, Which is basically achieved through 
the speci?ed time domain structure, is kept. TWo clear single 
AC amplitude peaks can be identi?ed in the BCCH pre 
amble if the neW proposed sequence is used for the genera 
tion of the A-FIELD (see FIG. 5). 

[0058] Furthermore, the slopes on both sides of the 
B-FIELD peak are very similar (similar gradient on the right 
and left side of the B-FIELD auto-correlation peak), this 
effect increases the synchroniZation accuracy signi?cantly. 
Additionally a loWer plateau can be seen before the AC 
amplitude peak in ?eld B (samples 110 . . . 130). This effect 
increases the detection performance, as the plateau-value 
can be used as a threshold to activate a correlation-peak 
position detector. 

[0059] One advantage of this sequence is that both auto 
correlation peaks have a very similar shape. 
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[0060] AC Performance of the Modi?ed BCCH Preamble 
(Second NeW Proposal for the A-Field) 
[0061] An optimiZed matching betWeen A and B-FIELD 
of the BCCH preamble is achieved and thus the timing 
accuracy improvement, Which is basically achieved through 
the speci?ed time domain structure, is kept. TWo clear single 
AC amplitude peaks can be identi?ed in the BCCH pre 
amble if the neW proposed sequence is used for the genera 
tion of the A-FIELD (see FIG. 6). 

[0062] Furthermore, the slopes on both sides of the 
B-FIELD peak are very similar (similar gradient on the right 
and left side of the B-FIELD auto-correlation peak), this 
effect increases the synchroniZation accuracy signi?cantly. 
Additionally a loWer plateau can be seen before the AC 
amplitude peak in ?eld B (samples 110 . . . 130). This effect 
increases the detection performance, as the plateau-value 
can be used as a threshold to activate a correlation-peak 
position detector. 

[0063] In this case the plateau is even loWer as in the ?rst 
modi?cation and the second auto-correlation peak is very 
sharp. 
[0064] Time Domain Signal Properties 
[0065] For OFDM (or in general multicarrier signals) the 
signal envelope ?uctuation (named Peak-to-Average-PoWer 
Ratio=PAPR) is of great concern. A large PAPR result in 
poor transmission (due to nonlinear distortion effects of the 
poWer ampli?er) and other signal limiting components in the 
transmission system (eg limited dynamic range of the AD 
converter). For synchroniZation sequences it is even more 
desirable to have signals With a loW PAPR and loW dynamic 
range in order to accelerate the receiver AGC (automatic 
gain control) locking and adjusting the reference signal 
value for the A/D converter (the Whole dynamic range of the 
incoming signal should be covered by the A/D converter 
resolution Without any over?oW/under?oW). 

[0066] Currently Proposed Preamble 
[0067] FIG. 7 shoWs the time domain poWer envelope of 
the resulting time domain signal for the preamble. The three 
different ?elds are clearly visible. Field A and ?eld B have 
been optimiZed With respect to the PAPR and DR. 8-times 
oversampling Was considered in order to ensure the peaks 
Were captured correctly. 

[0068] Preamble With NeW Proposed A-FIELD and Modi 
?ed B-FIELD 

[0069] The synchroniZation sequence design and pre 
amble structure proposed improve the timing detection due 
to the joint design/optimiZation of the A-FIELD and the 
B-FIELD. HoWever, PAPR and DR properties should not be 
degraded. 
[0070] In FIGS. 8 and 9 the tWo different A-FIELD 
options and the modi?ed B-FIELD is used and the C-FIELD 
is maintained. As can be seen there is no degradation With 
respect to PAPR and DR. 

[0071] FIG. 8 shoWs the time domain signal (poWer) of 
the preamble With modi?ed A-FIELD (?rst A proposal). 

[0072] FIG. 9 shoWs the time domain signal (poWer) of 
the preamble With modi?ed A-?eld (second A proposal). 

[0073] The proposal is based on the synchroniZation and 
training preambles that are already speci?ed. OptimiZed 
sequence are proposed, Which are very suitable to generate 
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a preamble or a part (also called ?eld) of it by mapping the 
sequence to the appropriate subcarriers of an OFDM symbol 
With a IFFT siZe of 64. The properties of the proposed 
sequence With respect to PAPR and dynamic range are equal 
to the properties of all currently speci?ed sequences. 

[0074] The neW proposed sequences can be especially 
used for the generation of the A-?eld of the BCCH pre 
amble, because this neW sequence is properly matched to the 
speci?ed sequence in the B-?eld of the BCCH preamble. 
The bene?t of our proposal is the improved timing accuracy 
When the AC result in the B-?eld of the BCCH preamble is 
used for synchroniZation. The time domain structures of the 
preambles as speci?ed are not touched by this proposal. 

[0075] Summary of the Advantages: 

[0076] An OFDM based SYNCH symbol is proposed 
With a reduced Peak-to-Average-PoWer-Ratio 

(PAPR) 
[0077] Improved synchroniZation performance (tim 

ing accuracy compared to current speci?ed pre 
amble) is achieved 

[0078] No modi?cation of the speci?ed time domain 
preamble structures is necessary 

[0079] No extra complexity is needed 

[0080] This proposal therefore describes an optimiZed 
synchroniZation (SYNCH) symbol sequence to be used in 
transmission systems, Which are currently under standard 
iZation. The synchroniZation symbol is constructed using 
specially designed OFDM (orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing) symbols With an optimiZed sequence, Which is 
mapped onto the modulated subcarriers. The resulting syn 
chroniZation symbol consists of several repetitions in the 
time domain. Using the proposed sequence the resulting 
synchroniZation symbol achieves a high timing detection 
and frequency offset estimation accuracy. 

[0081] Furthermore the burst is optimiZed to achieve a 
very loW envelope ?uctuation (loW Peak-to-Average PoWer 
Ratio) and a very loW dynamic range to reduce complexity 
on the receiver and to save time and frequency acquisition 
time in the receiver. The proposed sequence is speci?cally 
optimiZed With respect to all other synchroniZation symbols 
that are used to construct the synchroniZation and training 
preambles for the BCCH-DLCHs. 

1-7. (canceled) 
8. A method for generating a synchroniZation preamble 

signal comprising OFDM symbols, the method comprising 
the steps of: 
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Where N is a normaliZation factor; and 

inverse Fourier transforming the generated OFDM sym 
bol thereby generating a time domain signal. 

9. The method according to claim 8, Wherein the step of 
inverse Fourier transforming comprises a step of applying a 
64-point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to the 
sequence S, With the remaining 15 input values to the IFFT 
being set to Zero. 

10. The method according to claim 8, further comprising 
a step of cyclically extending the time domain signal. 

11. A device for generating a synchroniZation preamble 
signal comprising OFDM symbols, comprising: 

Wherein N is a normaliZation factor; and 

means for inverse Fourier transforming the generated 
OFDM symbol thereby generating a time domain sig 
nal. 

12. A method for synchroniZing a receiver of an OFDM 
transmission system, the method comprising the folloWing 
steps: 

receiving a preamble signal; 

autocorrelating the received preamble signal, wherein the 
preamble signal has been obtained by generating at 
least one OFDM symbol by modulating 12 subcarriers 
of an OFDM scheme according to the folloWing 
sequence: 

S*26.26=N*{O>O>(1+j)>O>O>O>(_1_j)>O>O>O>(1+j)>O>O>O>( 
1-J'),0,0,0,(-1-f), 0,0,0>(1$9,099,099,(-1-f),0,0, 
0,(-1-j),0,0,0,(1+f),0,0,0,(1+f),(1+f),0, 0,0,(1+j),0,0} 

Where N is a normaliZation factor; and 

inverse Fourier transforming the generated OFDM sym 
bol thereby generating a time domain signal. 

13. An OFDM receiver, comprising means for receiving 
and means for autocorrelating; the receiving and autocorre 
lating means being designed for a preamble signal obtain 
able by the folloWing steps: 

generating at least one OFDM symbol by modulating 12 

Where N is a normaliZation factor; and 

inverse Fourier transforming the generated OFDM sym 
bol. 


